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May 23, 2017 

Tokyo, Japan 

 

 

 

 

 

I’d like you to be valorous to broaden “the sphere of culture” as 

one of sapient beings standing upon the earth. 

 

Toshiyuki Namai 

 

 

 

 

 

I Toshiyuki Namai declare that the desideratum for the sake of your graceful cultivation 

in the future is essentially derived from the experience of feeling in your daily life all 

the time. 

 

Above all things, how you sensitively feel the things in your 24 hours every day every 

night is absolutely commensurable to how you valuably ameliorate the quality of living. 

 

The quality of living inevitably affects the quality of process to cultivate your culture 

very much, that is to say, the quality of living dramatically changes the rest of your life 

more than you simply imagine. 

 

I’d like you to be valorous to broaden “the sphere of culture” as one of sapient beings 

standing upon the earth from the standpoint of what is called “humankind” from time 

immemorial in the whole history of the earth. 

 

Diaphanously speaking, you are one of sapient beings who substantially makes a tiny 

portion of the whole history of this planet with or without consciousness of this matter 

(reality). 
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Quintessentially, authentic part of culture itself should not be used for the sake of the 

realization of self-dramatization or self-assertion in the state of imbroglio with others 

locally twisted and poisoned at all. 

 

Authentic culture intrinsically should exist for the sake of the necessary embodiment of 

the ideal of humanity in the process to experience the history of humankind as for all 

human beings who dwell here on earth. 

 

You have a decisive bifurcation whether you can be cultured or not as one of organizers 

of this human society on this planet in the solar system in the universe. 

 

This is not a matter of individual culture itself simply. This is a matter of the ideal of 

humanity we human beings have been pursuing from time immemorial. 

 

I’d like you to go on. I’d like you to go forth for you to be a more cultured human being ad 

infinitum. 

 

It is a truly sheer bliss of mine to give you my guidance for the sake of your intellectual 

and cultural sake in future. I’d like you to be valorous enough to tread a thorny path in 

order to build your authentic culture beautifully. 


